
INM Nails Acrylic Challenge 2020


Well, here I am sitting in my ‘judgey-pants' checking out all the awesome offerings from the Nail 
Camp INM challenge, feeling so much FOMO, wishing  I could have been amongst it.


You guys have not made picking a favourite easy, each set has a standout feature, and is beautiful 
in its own right.   Ahhhh, where to begin?


Pick a favourite- impossible me thinks.....


1: Peacock - 🦚 Sometimes less is more....such a beautiful colour scheme - and over all this is 
such a balanced set, so aesthetically pleasing. I love the tiny Fuchsia tip- this counts as a smile 
line...this doesn’t at first jump out as the ‘wow factor’ set, but I think for a team to work so 
cohesively to create such a balanced well executed set is a great feat. #winner

 

Team Dragon: 🐲 I love purple, love dragons, all those scales.....this is very eye catching and 
obviously so much work has been incorporated into this set! The pinky nail wings are making me 
swooon.....Bravo 👏  


Team Witch: 🔮  Sublime colour scheme with magical shading... this little spell book is my  
favourite 3.d piece out of all the sets - seriously talented -no hocus pocus here!


Team Fairy:  🧚 This  3.d butterfly- 😍 so perfect, and the encapsulated orchid work is so pretty. 
And you must have the patience of a saint to create tiny musical nots out of coloured acrylic, I 
salute you!  


Team Wizard :🦉   Unassuming at first, at closer inspection this set is simply spellbinding.  The 
use of gold throughout adds flow.  The magic 3.D feature on the middle finger alongside the orb is 
a great add on....bloody brilliant Harry!


Team Vampire: ⚰ I’m a sucker for blood lust 🩸  This set is on point down to the corsets and the 
bloodied cleavage (this is the set I’d wear) - good choice, the INM red is absolutely drop dead 
gorgeous.


Team Joker: 🃏 Okay- a special mention needs to be made to whoever executed the black and 
white checkered nails, very sharp!  Never work with animals or children or black and white acrylic 
side by side (unless your an expert)  not an easy task, kudos to you. Red stars in black acrylic- 👌
don’t go breakin my heart....


Team Pirate:🏝   The  funnest set!  Bet you guys had some laughs with this! The Captain Hook 
'hook'- ingenious!  You managed to cram a lot into this set, I especially love the treasure map... X 
marks the spot 🏴☠  


Team leprechaun:🍀   Well, that little green hat and suit is outstanding, the tiny gold buckles and 
details are surely the luck of the Irish?  Perfect emerald smile line - to be sure, to be sure, to be 
sure.


I can tell you all had a lot of fun creating these nails,  it’s always an experience working as a team!
And, how fabulous are Karen and the team from NAILX and INM for getting this challenge 
together, it’s always an incredibly huge task putting something like this together and they 
managed to provide a fun wee comp that I’m sure also really challenged your imaginations.


 I applaud you all, Rachel 💜 💜 💜


